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Spotlight: The Allison H. Larsen Show
Tuesday at 10 AM Pacific
March 17th 2020: IMPACT and INFLUENCE online:
In today's chaotic world, true leaders are stepping up and getting
creative on how to impact more people online. On this show, join 3
of the industries top powerhouses for online influence. Nicholas
Spohn and Rock Thomas are impacting the world via podcast and
Rock has one of the most listened to podcasts in the nation. Arvin
is one of the top leaders working with Dean Grasiosi to launch the
online KBB coaching program with Tony Robbins. They will be
sharing valuable information about how to get creative and reach
more people virtually!
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Featured Guests
Rock Thomas
Rock Thomas is the World’s #1 Whole-Life-Success Expert, bestselling author, and
host of the #IAmMovement Podcast. From farm boy to real estate and business guru,
mentor and self-made millionaire, Rock has studied one-on-one with the world’s best
teachers — Tony Robbins, Jack Canfield, Wayne Dyer, and more — on his mission to
inspire others to create epic lives. After decades learning from the greatest minds on
the planet, working with and coaching thousands of people in his workshops and
webinars, Rock has impacted over 100 million lives with his teaching. His Goalcast
video alone was viewed by over 100 million people! Now, he spends his time teaching
people how to be financially free and
Read more

Nicholas Spohn
Nicholas has devoted his life to all things personal development. Through studying
health, spirituality, psychology, hypnosis, NLP, reiki, and various other modalities he
has created a comprehensive system to understand what drives human behavior. His
mission is to share these ideas with the world.
Read more
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